Education Program Guide

The National Infantry Museum brings military and American history to life for all grade levels

Our programs meet state/federal curriculum standards in Georgia and Alabama, and feature unique and fun activities to create

An Experience to Remember
Tour on your own or join our trained docents for a more immersive experience. We offer tours and programs of varying length and cost to fit your needs (samples: We The People ...., Recon Missions ...., Virtual Reality ...., Securing Our Freedom ...., Sgt Stubby, An American Hero ....)

SCOUTS

Our customized Scouting programs offer your boys and girls a chance to fulfill badge requirements in an atmosphere of historical importance and inspiration. For a modest fee your troops can stay overnight at our primitive campground. Add on a tour or movie or sessions in our virtual reality simulators for a full weekend of meaningful fun.
DAY AND SUMMER CAMPS

Ask our NIM Kids Summer Campers to describe their experience and they’ll scream FUN! But you’ll know they’ll be learning important life lessons, too, like teamwork, leadership and Army Values. Reenact a battle, honor a veteran, interview a Soldier... These are just some of the memorable experiences available.

Summer Camp happens only once a year, but sessions are available for kids aged 6-14, with themes designed for both beginners and returning campers.

Mini Camp kids have fun at our holiday Mini-Camps! Each four-hour Mini-Camp focuses on the meaning and significance of the day. Memorial Day, Veterans Day, Hearts and History and Holidays on the Homefront Mini-Camps are for kids 5-11.

Giant Screen Theater

Nowhere else can your kids have the kind of experience they’ll have at the National Infantry Museum. We have a Giant Screen Theater where they can watch one of our award-winning historical documentaries, many in 3D. Do you have a movie you’d like them to see? We can get it!

DownRange Combat Simulators

Let them try on the boots of a Soldier, whether it’s in our kids’ dress-up room, setting their sights on age appropriate targets in our firing range or on a simulated mission to rescue civilians in our DownRange Combat Simulators. They’ll come away with an idea of what our service members do every day, and why they deserve our respect and gratitude.
BOOK YOUR VISIT

Call us or email us to learn more about how we can make your students’ visit unforgettable.

We can accommodate groups of 10 to 150. Discount packages are available for films in the Giant Screen Theater and box lunches.

Our programs are very popular and dates fill up quickly. Book as soon as you can to be sure to get the dates you want!

Alexis van Brero Belman
Director of Youth Programs

Alexis is the daughter of a retired Army officer. She holds a BA in History and has been active in Scouting for more than 45 years. She is a registered Girl Scout and Boy Scout and merit badge counselor.

Alexis is our Camp Director and manages both our NIM Kids Summer Camp and our Mini-Camps. As Director of Youth Programs, Alexis also manages our Scout and Homeschool programs.

Contact Alexis at
CampDirector@nationalinfantryfoundation.org
706-685-2614

Tiffany Hoffmann
Assistant Director of Education

Tiffany has more than 15 years as an educator within the military system. She holds a BS in Anthropology and a Youth Practicum, and has worked as an archaeological field tech in Cyprus and Fort Stewart, Georgia.

As Assistant Director of Education, Tiffany coordinates educational programming for school, reunion, veteran, church and military groups.

Contact Tiffany at
NIFEducation@nationalinfantryfoundation.org
706-685-5814
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